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                                  Abstract

    Prelirninary study of the palaeomagnetism on the Ryukyu Islands has been carried out and
results obtained together with the relating seismic considerations are described with special

reference to the IVEiyako Depression. From the palaeomagnetic results obtained, it may be
assumed that a considerable counterclocl<wise rotational movement of the southwestern sub-arc
was presumably accompanied by the•simultaneous tectonic movement during orland after Miocene
epoch to \srhich bearings of the Miyako Depression may be reiated. On the other hand, the
zonal density distribution of epicentres and energy release of earthqual<es near the island arc

suggest al$o a relative sagging in the Miyako Depression. Using the well-known GvTENBERG-
RicH'rER's formula, an annual magnitude-frequency relation and an energy release of earthqual<es

occurred near the Ryukyu Isiands are determined. The seismotectonic coeracients obtained
frorn the formula show a close relation with the geological development of the island arc.

                                 Introduction

    The Ryukyu Islands are one of the prominent island arcs in circum-Pacific
orogenic belt, intersectiRg tke Japan Arc and the Taiwan-Phiiippine Arc in its respective

terminal. The geophysicai studies concerning the Ryul<yu Islands are too iRcompiete

Åío discuss in detail, in cornparison with the Japan and Kuril-Kamtchatl<a arcs which

have been mest extensively iRvestigated from many geophysical poiRts of view.

    The "Miyako Depression" was origlnally recognized upon the most notabie
bathymetric feature traversing the Ryukyu Islands between Okinawa- and Miyako-jima

by B. KoTo (1897), who claimed it to be a major rift or fault system intersectiRg his

Ryukyu Cordillera. S. HANzAwA (1935), S. EHARA (1950) and others supported this

interpretation. Recently the structural zoRation of the islands has been proposed

by K. KoNism (1963, 1965) basing on his structural studies of the pre-Miocene
basement complex, and he introduced the term "Miyako Depression".
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    IR such a situation, we had carried out a preliminary palaeomagnetic survey of the

islaRds in summer of 1964. With the aim of estimating, first of all, the differential

movement, if occurred, between Japan and Ryukyu arcs throughout geological times,

we had intended to take rock-samples covering a whole geological age as far as possible.

This report describes the palaeQmagnetic results obtained from the islands with special

reference to the Miyako Depression, and some seismological consideraÅíions in connection

with the geotectonic development of the arc as well.

        Loeality of samples and the obtained palaeomagnetic results

    Sampiing plans fer the palaeomagnetic research have been arranged after the

suggestion of K. KoNisHi, who has extensively studied the geology of the islands.

    The localities, site numbers, rock kinds and their assumed geological times are

illustrated in the next Table 1.

    Unfortunately, we failed to measure a reliable natural remanent magnetization

               Table 1. List of localities, site numbers and rock ltinds.

'''''''''  G.ologi6'lil'

     time

Pliocene

Miocene

Cretaceous

Jurassic
Triassic

Ishigaki-jirna

Hypersthene-bearing
augite andesite
(Nosoko Formation)
  near Ibarama-village
   (NTo. 10_1,10_2, 10-3)

Greenish lapilli-tuff
  near Ono-village
     (No. 9)
Biotite granite
  Arakawa-village
     (No. 11)
  Kabira-village
     (No. 12)

Kuih8-jiiha

Hypersthene-bearing
augite andesite
  Mt. Odake
   (No. 13-14)
  near Maja-village
   (No. 15-l7)

6'kinawa_jima '''t

     'iiShinzato-tuff
near Shinzato-village
     (No. 1)

Andesite porphyry dike
  north of Yabu-village
     (No. 18)

Biotite quartz--porphyry
  a quarry near Yohuke-
  villaf&.. 2)

  nea,r the waterfall of
       Todoroki
     (No. 3)

Sandstone and shale
 (Kayo Formation)
 near Kayo-town
     (No. 4-7)
  nea, r Henol<o-village
     (No. 8)

Slate
 (Nago Formation)
 .near Yohuke-village
     (No. 19-2e)
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(n.r.m.) for palaeomagnetic purpose, ef reck-specimens taken from Triassic-Juyassic aRd

Cretaceous formations, because they showed, more or less, heterogeneous magnetization

which might be due te the alteration subsequent to the heavy foiding after their deposition.

Besides these, n.r.m. of Miocene granite co}lected from Ishigakl-jima indicated aR

anisotropic and unstable character being useiess for palaeomagnetism. In addition,

those specimens of biotlte bearing guartz-porphyry dike and of Shinzato-tuff which

collected from Okinawa-jima possessed a n.r.m. of too weak inteRsity to be measured,

say less than le-' cgslgr. Oniy Miocene andesite lava fiows in Kume- and Ishlgaki-jima,

and an andesiÅíe porphyry dike in Ol<inawa-jima of which age was presumed to be also

Miocene had a reiiable n.r.m. showing a fairiy good grouping in tkeir remanent directions.

The rock-specimens were subjected to the A.C. demagnetization experiments in order

to wash out a soft viscous components acquired after thelr soiidification. As a result of
vector change in n.r.m. of specimen against the increasing A.C. field (A) up to 400

Oe, it was ascertained that a peak field amounting to 120 Oe wa$ suMcient to find out

the original n.r.m. of rocks.

• N

 e se too H               (b)
Fig. 1. [Irhe changes of the direction
     (a) and the intensity (b) of n.r.m.

     by A.C. demagnetization en
     Schmidt equal+area projection.
     -O- ; specimen of Kume-jima
           (Al, A2 and A3).
     rm@rmn ; specimen of Ishigal{i-
           jima (Bl, B2 and B3).
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Fig. 2. Direction of n.r.m. after the demagnetization experiraents
 equal-area projection.
 A; rshigaki-jima. B; Kume-jirrxa. C; Okinawa-jima.
 x ; Direction of the present geomagnetic field.
 e; lower hemisphere o; upper hernisphere.

showing on Schmidt

Table 2. Results of N.R.IVI. for Miocene andesite taken from the Ryukyu Islands.

Locality

Ishigaki-jirna
  k24.20EX
  k 24.4oNV

I<ume-jima
 A26.80EN
 k 26.2oN )

Site-

number

10-1

10-2

10-3

         **Okinaxva-jima
 t127.90EX
 k 26.6oNJ

13

14

15

16

17

28

Number
   of
Specimens

5

4

7

11

2

8

8

9

7

10

Mean Direction

D I

Virtual pole position

N45.00W
NI 52.eOW

N4o.sew

*N45.30W

S 2S.8 0W

s 2s.oew

l 7.70E
YI 4.30E

NIO.90E
N 9.00E
YI 2.00E

*I 7.9eE

Lat.

36ko
33.so

37Ao

36.oo

- 26.lo

- 51.eo

 46.2o
 37.so
 42.go
 4s.3o
 46.go

43.lo

S3.00N

SI.OON
S8.90N

S3.2eN

72.6eN

68.50N
85.eON
83.oo.N

82.50N
81.00N

87.50N

84.60N

Long.

4oeE
78eE
390E

400E

l190W
1630W
1SlOW
 830W
1400W
1460W
1780X?LT

1osovsr

Fisher's

 error
 angle
 (a95)

12.3o

14.oo

 6.3o

7.8e

3.8o

S,8o

7.2o

5.7o

7.oo

5.oo

4.go

 *

**
Mean of
Assumed

sites mean in each locality.

direction of the present geomagnetic field: D== 2.00W, I ==r 39e.
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    An exampie is iliustrated in Fig. 1; the directional change of n.r.m. is shown in

the upper diagram (a) on schmidt equal-area projection, and the corresponding intensity

change in normaiized values vs applied A.C. fieid up to 120 Oe is seen iR tlie Iower (b).

The resuits of n.r.m. after the above-mentioned magnetic washing are iliustrated in

Tab!e 2 and Figure 2.

    The andesite Iacvas near the summit of llVIt. Odake (326m) in Kume-jima possess

a reversed n.r.m. covering nearly 135m in thickness with the direction antipodal to

that of the normai n.r.m. revealecl in lavas exposing in the southern hi!1-side about 140m

be!ow in lteighÅí of the same moufitain. Further below these !ocalities, there develope

several lava flows in the coastal cliffs of Rorth Maja-village, possessing the normai n.r.m.

quite similar to the direction iR lavas of the hM-side mentiened above. These Miecene

lava flows in I<ume-jima and porpkyritic dike in Okinawa-jima of which age is presumably

Miocene are ail magnetized in the direction ciose to the present geomagnetic field.

    On the other hand, the "Nosoke aRdesite" in Ishigaki-3'ima to which the "Kume-

jima andesite" may be corre!ative is magnetized in a quite different direction from

that of the axial dipole. Of this difference in direction described above, angular

deviation of 500 on the average may be estimab!e as seen in Table 2 and Fig. 2.

     The angular difference of n.r.m. between those rocks taken from two adjacent sub-

a, rcs may be most simply lnterpreted by the fact that the southwest sub-arc (or at least

 Ishigal<i--jima) had undergone counterclockwise horizontal movement amou tiiig te .cr.OO

 in degree relative to the central sub-arc (or at least I<ume- aRd Okinawa--jima), which

 ls divided by the presence of the Miyako Depression from the southwest sub-arc.
 Wken such is the case, during or after MioÅëene epoch the mevement mighr be simui-

 taneous!y followed by the generation of the Miyako Depresslon.

     Another interpretatien of the fact is that if the axis of dipole had undergone

 angular displacement of iimited amplitude cemparatively rapid!y, for example, $ay 4e-SOO

 in severahnililons of years during Miocene epoch, the difference between those two direc-

 tions may be explained to give only other picture of the orientation of the dipole at two

 different times of Miocene epoch respectively ; as samples co!lected from each individual

 isiet do not necessariiy belong to quite the same age. The reversed polarization of

 n.r.ra, included only in the "Kume-jima andesite" seems to give considerable support

 to this view peint.

     The iatter interpretation, however, is consldered by the present authors as less

 likely than the former, because during Miocene epoch ne such a Iarge angu!ar migration

 of the geomagnetic dipole ameunting to 500 around the present rotational axis has been

 so far reported, with the exception of a very short duration of transient stage converting

 the polarity of dipole, if occurred, that is, from normai to reversed and its vice versa

 (H. ITo: 1965, and S. NToMuRA: 1963).
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  Zonal variation in the distribution of epicentres and energy release of
    earthquakes along the arc ln relation to geotectonics of the islands.

    The authors' attentions have beeR put upon the clarification of geophysical signifi--

cance of the Miyako Depression since the palaeomagnetic results mentioned-above
brought a light on further investigation. As a first step, we have taken up the seismelogi-

cal examination so far available. Partly for a political reason aBd partly for a disadvantage

situation against neighbouring seismic observatory net, the long years' seismological

data available for the statistic treatment are somewhat limited in number around the

Ryukyu Islands. Prior to entering into our seismic coRsiderations, we denote the fol-

low!ng authentic issues to which are referred in this paper;

    1. The MagRitude Catalogue of Major Earthquakes which occurred in Vlcinity of

       Japan (1926-1956).

    2. Preliminary determination of epiceRtres (U.S.C.G.S.; 1957-l964).

    3. "Seismicity of the Earth" by GuTENBERG & RicHTER (1900-l948).
    As is well known, the near Ryukyu Islands a' e regarded as one of the repfesentative

earthquake zone in the circum-Paeific, and accompanying characteristic features of

the island arc have beeR poiRted out by several authors such as B. GuTENBERG and

C. E RicHTER (1949), V. V. BELoussov and E. M. RumTcH (1961), G. S. GoRsm<ov
(1962) and so on. But these stlidies gave oBly too qualitative or outlined descriptions

about the Ryukyu Arc, therefore, it is interded here to go into further details.

    As a distribuÅíion map, the epicentres of 420 important earthquakes which took

place from 1900 through l964 near the Ryukyu Islands are plotted in Figure 3.
For lack of the exact depth determination of the hypocentres, a rough classificatioB

is adopted in the figure; i.e. shallow shocks (hk60 km) and the intermediate shocks

(60 dhd3OO km).
    Considering frorn the figure, it is noted that the zone of shallow shecks is situated

as a whole beeween the ecean trench and the •islacd arc, while the zone of intermediate

shocks lies inner side of the island arc. These regularities of the zonal distribution of

epicentres are not so sharp as compared with that of Japanese Islands, although the

yearly density of epicentres in the Ryukyu Islands is a little less thaR that in the former.

    On the other hand, the density or frequency of epiceRtres is seen to vary considerably
                                       'along the island arc. At several areas, the epicentres are much grouped, while at other

several areas less grouped. The Ryukyu Islands appear to be lying jn a circular arc

with a good approximation, the center being located at a point near Shanghai (about

1210 E, 32.50 N). In order to get more detailed views in the distribution of epicentres

aiong the Ryukyu Islands, the whole concerned area were divided into equally spaced

13 sectors having 14 radial stra{ght lines nQrmal tQ the imaginary central circle of the arc,
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 Fig. 3. Map showing the distribution of epicentres and the palaeomagnetic results plotted
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      I; I<oshiki-jima belt. II; Ishigal<i-jima belt. III; rv{otobubelt. IV; Kuniganii belt.
      V; Shimajiri belt. VI; I<umage belt.

as is shown at a corner of FiguTe 3. The width of a sector is roughly 100 l<m long as

measured longitudinally along the imaginary central circle.

    As seen in Figure 4, the zonal variations in freguency of epicentres and released

energy of earthquakes are respectively represented by sectors along the arc.

    As to the reieased earthqttake energy, the GuTENBERG-RicliTER's formula (1956)

Qf iog E=11.8+1.5 M i$ referred to. It is probable that eke weak shogks such a$
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having the magnitude less than 6.0 were insufliciently recorded in data of the area.

Therefere, the frequency variation curve of the total numbers of shocks is not so

trustworthy as compared wjth that of the heavy shocks having thelr mangitude more than

6.0, which also skows nearly simllar teRdency to the former in its frequency curve.

Of both frequeRcy curves, there exist considerably higher values at each terminal in

near 'I`aiwan (sector l3 in Fjg. 4> and Kyushu of Japan (sector 1), where the Ryukyu

Arc intersects respective another arc.

    ARyway, in this diagram, it is Roted that the Miyako Depression, belonging to the

sector 8-9 in this diagram, ls situated in the minlma of both frequency and energy release

curves, despite of the complex variation of seismic activity along the arc.

    AccordlRg to A. V. GoRyATcREv (1962), who has extensively studied on some
geophysical phenomena of the Kuril-I<amtchatka Arc, it is obvious that several areas of

relatively low and high seismic activlties show a fairly good accordaRce respectively

with the regions of transverse relative saggings and uplifts separating them. Such

a quite similar relatlonship between earthquake activities and geotectonic situation

of the Miyako Depression probably reflects also the other accompanyiRg geophysical

and geotectonic characters which control the Miyako Depression.

    The other character found in the Miyako Depression is a discontinuous distribu-

tion in epicentres of shallow shocks, which is superimposing, for the major parts, upon
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the general region of the epicentres ef intermediate shocks. If the shallow shocks can

simply be referred to the crustai earthqual<es, it may be said with some exaggerations

that the crustal structttre in the Miyako Depression is dislocated far into the inner

region of the intermediate shocks.

  Annual energy release for earthquakes in and around the Ryukyu Islands.

    ARnual energy release near the Ryukyu Islands is expressed by an equation

logNE=15.6+0.84 M combining the tvLTo eguations; GuTENBERG-RicurER formuia
(1956) logE ==11.8+1.5M and logN=-1.48+0.66 (8-M) obtaiRed by the present
authors. From the equation, the annuai rate of energy release near the Ryul<yu Islands

will be determined to be 5.4Å~1022 erg. If the concemed area is taken to be 2.9Å~10i5

cm2, the mean rate of energy release for unit area will be 1.9 Å~ 107 erglcm2.year.

    It is piausibie fact that the obtaiRed value is very similar to the energy release of

1.5Å~107 ergfcm2•year obtained from the vicinity of JapaR, where the cencerned area

is tal<eR to be 1.5 Å~ 10'6 cm2 (C. TsuBoi, 1965).

  Magnitude-ffequeney relation for earthquakes near the Ryukyu Islands with
                 speciai reference to their geotectonics.

    As to tke re!ation between mean annual number of earthquakes N and thoze

magnitude M, GuTENBERG-RicHTER's formula legN=a+b (8-M) is we!I known.
Here the coedicients a and b in the fermula are variabie with respect to the tlme interval

used foy statistics even in the same area under consideration (C. TsuBoi, 1952). According

to the same author, however, the vaiues of a and b may be regarded to tend to their

respeÅëtive asymptotic values wheR the time intervai beyond 15 years is taken for

statistics. The seismic data near the Ryukyu Islands having much more range than

the criterion menlioned above, saying 33 years in total from 1926 through 1956 and

1963-1964, were selec'ed from the issues mentioned ln the previous section. The
numericai values of the coeficients a and b vLrere determined by means of the method of

Åíhe least sguares, taking into account the fact that the listed 191 heavy earthquakes

having greater magnitude than 6.0 can on}y be trusted upoR. [["heR, the fellowing

relation corresponding to 114 ciass interval of magnitude is obtained (Figure 5):

                      log NT =uz-1.48 + 0.66 (8-M).

    Recently C. TsuBoi (i96S) has introduced a new formula concerning aRnual
magnitude-frequency relation of earthquakes from 1926 through 1963 for the vicinity

of Japan which was determiRed by the Seismologica! Section of the Japan Meteoroiogical
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Agency (1956 with additioRal maÅíeriai for

iogN =-

later years).

1.47 + 0.87 (8

That is as follows:

- M) .

A very interesting and plausible fact is that the present vvTriters' results obtained fxom the

Ryukyu Islands show a fairly good approximation to the formula rnentioned above.

    Recent MiyAMuRA's hypothesis (1962) gave a Iight on the particuiar relationship

between geotectonic deveiopment and a regular variation of reduced d and b in a number

of seismic zones in the world. If we determine the reduced value of coeficient a'

conÅëerning the Ryukyu Islands on the basis of his new criterion, the follewing value

may be given; ar=-0.47. By plotting this yeduced a' and b relation of Åíhe Ryukyu

Is}ands on the diagram transcribed frorn S. MiyAMuewx, the Figure 6 may be obtained.

As is plotted in the figure, the point representing seismic situation of tlte Ryukyu Islands

ls located near the turning polRt of the curve drawn by the original author. The

Ryukyu Islands (mark R of the figure) shows much more association with both the
Pacific side of Southwest-Japan (15" of the figure) and the Japan Sea side of the whole

Japan (15"' of the figure) than the Pacific side of Northeast-Japan (15' of the figure).

    Furthermore, S. MiyAMuRA has pointed out that the value of b differs with tke age of

the arc, suggesÅíing a seismotecÅíonic explana` tion on the different b values corresponding

to the three major seismic beits in and near Iapan which were studied by C. TsuBoi

(1952). It is a significant fact that the seismotectQnic characters of the Ryukyu Is!ands
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show a good approximation to those of Southwest Japan, since the Ryukyu Arc as a
whole is likely to be distinctly coRnected witk Southwest Japan from a standpoint of

zonal classification of geotectonics (K. I<oNisHi: 1963, 1965).

    So far as the numerical value of b obtained from the near Ryukyu Islands is concern-

ed, it may be inferred that the Ryukyu Islands is relaÅíed rather to the older stage of are

as weil as Southwest Japan. In other words, according to the present study, the

Ryukyu Island Arc may be ascrlbed to tke first type of lsland arc and not to the

second type, even though V. V. BELoussov and E. M. RuDiTcH (1961) attributed the

Ryukyu Arc to the Iatter probabiy basing on their geoiogical understanding of the arc

which, they believe, differs from the Japan Arc of the first type.

                                Conelusion

    From the results and discussions presented in the previous sections, the followings

may be concluded.

1) As the results of the palaeomagnetic measurements on the Miocene andesites
coilected from each isiand bordering tlie Miyako Depression, a relative counterclockwise

rotatioRal movemeRt through SO in degrees may be reasonably assumed to have occurred

duriRg andlor after Miocene epocin at the easterR wing of tke southwest Ryukyu sub-

arc.

2) In the Miyako Depression, the anomalous distributions are found not on}y of the

epicentres of shallow shocks, but also of earthquake activities characterizingregion of

saggmg.
3) Annual magnitude-frequency relation for earthquakes near the Ryukyu lslaRds
which was determined by the present authors shows a significant approximation to that

newly reported for earthquakes in and near Japan. (C. TsuBoi, 1965)

4) Making use of a combined equation of GuTENBERG-RicH'rER's formuia of energy
release and the aRnuai magnitude-frequency relation of earthquakes, the annua} energy

released near the Ryul<yu Isiands was estimated. It is significant that the obtained

value, 1.9Å~ 10' erglcm2•year, is comparable wit]i the value of 1.5 Å~ 107 e:'glcrn2•year

which was reported for the vicinity of Japan (C. TsuBoi, 1965).

5) Consider!ng from the relationship between reduced coefficient a' and b, it may be

recogltized that the Ryukyu Islands is much more closely assoeiated with the Pacific

side of Southwest-Japan and the Japan Sea side of the whoie Japan Åíhan the Pacific s!de

of Northeast-Japan. Accordlngly, it may be assumed also from seismic evidences
that the Ryukyu Arc is iil<ely to be an extension of the oider orogeRic sequences of

Chichibu and ShimaRto geosynciines.

    Finally, referring to the palaeomagnetic and seismic evidences mentioned above,
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it micy be said that much more emphasls must be put upon the naÅíure of Miyako

Depression than ever froin the view points of net only geotectonics but also geophysics.

For further comprehensive understanding of the matter, other geophysical investigation

giving informations about the crustal and sub-crustal structures are urgently desired.
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